HERE is a brief selection of favorite, new and hard-to-find books, prepared for your journey. For your convenience, you may call (800) 342-2164 to order these books directly from Longitude, a specialty mail-order book service. To order online, and to get the latest, most comprehensive selection of books for your voyage, go directly to reading.longitudebooks.com/D923838.

**ESSENTIAL**

**Item EXSAM346.** Buy these 5 items as a set for $85 including shipping. 15% off the retail price. With free shipping on anything else you order.

- **W.H. Hudson**  
  *Far Away and Long Ago*  
  2006, PAPER, 338 PAGES, $34.95  
  Hudson’s enthralling childhood remembrances are rich with descriptions of the landscapes, birds and nature of Argentina. (Item SAM11)

- **Sara Wheeler**  
  *Travels in a Thin Country, A Journey through Chile*  
  1996, PAPER, 304 PAGES, $18.00  
  British author Sara Wheeler deploys her wit, intelligence and powerful investigative skills on the Republic of Chile in this insightful travelogue. (Item CHI06)

- **Rachael Moloney**  
  *Wallpaper City Guide Santiago*  
  2014, PAPER, 103 PAGES, $11.95  
  A stylish, thin (it fits in your back pocket) city guide compiled by the design magazine Wallpaper’s local reporters. Well-organized, with chapter tabs, many photographs and of-the-moment recommendations. (Item CHI92)

- **Eyewitness Guides**  
  *DK Eyewitness Top Ten Buenos Aires*  
  2015, PAPER, 128 PAGES, $14.00  
  A compact, illustrated guide in the popular series, featuring favorite attractions. (Item ARG92)

**ALSO RECOMMENDED**

- **ITMB**  
  *Southern South America Map*  
  2011, MAP, PAGES, $12.95  
  A handsome physical map showing the southern half of South America. At a scale of 1:2,800,000. (Item SAM04)

- **Zagier & Urruty Maps**  
  *Lake District, Araucania: Argentina & Chile*  
  2002, MAP, PAGES, $14.95  
  This regional map (1:400,00) covers the mid-section of Chile and Argentina from Bariloche across to Puerto Montt and Temuco. (Item PAT59)

- **ITMB**  
  *Santiago & Central Chile Map*  
  2011, MAP, PAGES, $11.95  
  A travel map of Santiago, shown at a scale of 1:12,500 including an inset of the subway system. Plus, on the reverse, a map of central Chile at a scale of 1:750,000 with an inset of Easter Island. (Item CHI34)

- **Adam Taplin (Editor)**  
  *Fodor’s Chile with Easter Island & Patagonia*  
  2015, PAPER, 480 PAGES, $22.99  
  An excellent all-around practical guide to the attractions, cultures and natural history of Chile. (Item CHI81)
Jason Wilson

**Buenos Aires, A Cultural History**
2000, PAPER, 249 PAGES, $15.00
An exhilarating, erudite guide to Buenos Aires as it has been portrayed by writers, poets and thinkers, with a street map and detailed neighborhood descriptions. (Item ARG21)

Robert Farris Thompson

**Tango, The Art History of Love**
2006, PAPER, 384 PAGES, $17.00
A probing cultural history of the tango, its working class origins in 19th-century Buenos Aires and Afro-Argentine roots. (Item ARG56)

Jason Wilson

**The Andes**
2009, PAPER, 266 PAGES, $17.95
Starting out in Cuzco, heart of the Inca Empire, Wilson spreads north and south along the Andes, including excerpts from South American literary giants, travelers and his own impressions. (Item AND74)

Bruce Chatwin

**In Patagonia**
1989, PAPER, 204 PAGES, $17.00
A masterpiece of travel, history and adventure, this award-winning book captures the spirit of the land, history, wildlife and people of Patagonia. There is no travel writer as engaging, insightful and just plain wonderful as Bruce Chatwin. (Item PAT01)

Isabel Allende

**Ines of My Soul**
2007, PAPER, 321 PAGES, $14.99
Allende turns the amazing life of Spanish conquistadora and founder of Santiago, Ines Suarez (1507-1580), into a gripping novel. (Item CHI73)

Antoine de Saint Exupery

**Night Flight**
1986, PAPER, 87 PAGES, $12.95
Saint Exupery captures the thrill and mystery of early flight in this tale of a pilot alone in a storm over the Andes en route to Buenos Aires. (Item PAT09)

Manuel Vazquez Montalban

**The Buenos Aires Quintet**
2012, PAPER, 377 PAGES, $14.95
Montalban comments on not just wine, women and song, but also on Argentina’s political and cultural history in this riveting detective tale which uses 1970s Buenos Aires and the era’s repressive military junta as a backdrop. (Item ARG48)

Martin D. la Pena, Maurice Rumboll

**Birds of Southern South America and Antarctica**
2001, PAPER, 224 PAGES, $29.95
With color plates, range maps and brief descriptions, this is a compact regional guide. (Item SAM12)

**Chile Adventure Map**
2011, MAP, PAGES, $11.95
This National Geographic Adventure map includes a clear view of Chile from Laguna San Rafael south to Cape Horn (1,175,000). (Item CHI05)

**Insight Guide Chile**
2012, PAPER, 380 PAGES, $24.99
This glossy guide provides a full-color introduction by a team of experts to the land, people, history and attractions of Chile. Brief background essays highlight important topics. With many local and regional maps. (Item CHI03)

Alvaro Jaramillo

**Birds of Chile**
2003, PAPER, 240 PAGES, $32.95
This compact, comprehensive guide with superb color plates also includes Antarctica, South Georgia and the Falkland Islands. (Item CHI10)

**TO ORDER**

LONGITUDE
2838 Vicksburg Lane
Plymouth, MN 55447
info@longitudebooks.com
www.longitudebooks.com

Shipping charges via UPS or Priority Mail: $4.95 for first book, $1 per additional book up to a maximum of $9.95.

Book prices and availability subject to change.
Checks, Visa, MasterCard, AmEx and Discover accepted.

Call (+1) 800 342 2164 or go to reading.longitudebooks.com/D923838